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(論文内容の要旨)

Structured prediction tasks, e名., part・of・speech tagging,(nested) nalned entity

recognition, and constituency parsin号, are considered to be 負lndatnental a11d essential

teclmiques of nat山a11a11琴Uage processing.1n recent years, emerging deep-1earning

models, especia11y pre・trained la11号Uage models, have provided far1仏Stic ways to obtain

informative representation, and have been continuously re丘'eshin豊 the leaderboards of

these tasks. However, existing models wpica11y employ universa11y applicable

represen仇tion leanling teclmiques,0丑en overlooking the 山lique characteristics inherent

to each specific task. Furthermore,1ack of interpretabiliw also keeps them a black box

to humarls, and the inabiHw to explain their decision・makin号 mechatlism hindered

researchers from furtherimproving them.

This dissertation mainly focuses on levera菖ing the task・specifled characteristics ofthese

Structured prediction tasks to lear11 Structured a11d interpretable representationS 血r

Solving these tasks.

First of aⅡ, the first method factorizes representation according to the hierarchical

StNctures ofthe nested natned entiu, rec0号nition task. A carefU11y designed algorit111n is

introduced to explicitly exclude the hartnfulinauence on the best path of previous

Ievels. By additiona11y introducing the chutlk selection strategieS 如d switching the

encodin雪 to be the imlermost first scheme, the proposed method ob仏ined level、wise

represen仏tion a11d also pushed the performatlce to beせerresults.

Moreover, the second method also factorizeS 血e representation for the conventional

StNctured prediction tasks.圦/ith the proposed contrastive hashing methods, narrowing

the representation bottleneck to be only 24 bits becomes possible without signi6C釘ltly
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Sacrificing pedomla11Ce. These leartled discrete bits demonstrated completely

PreseNing the necessary features of the downstrealn tasks, therefore, providin套

researchers with a more interpretable tool to analyze the intemal mechatlism of the

black-box neural net、vorks.

The main contribution ofthis dissenation is the proposal oftwo representation learnina

methods to lear11 StNctured representation for stNctured prediction tasks. Nutnerous

experiments arld discussions are 会,1rther provided to show the e丘ectiveness atld

e伍Ciency ofthe methods.



(論文審査結果の要旨)

StNctured prediction 捻Sks, e.g., pad・of・speech 仏gging,(nested) natned entity

recognition, and constituency parsin三, are considered to be 6.1ndamental a11d essential

teclmiques of natura11atlguage processing.1n recent years, emerging deep-1earning

models, especia11y pre・trained la11auage models, have provided fa11tastic 、¥ays to ob捻in

informative represen仏tion, and have been continuously refreshing the leaderboards of

these tasks. However, exisung models wpica11y employ 如iversa11y applicable

represen仏tion leaming techniques,0負en overlookin套 the unique characteristics inherent

to each specific task. Furthermore,1ack of interpretability also keeps them a black box

to humatls, and the inabili匂1, to explain their decision・making mecha11ism hindered

researchers from furtherimproving them.

This thesis mainly focuses on leveraging the task・speci負ed characteristics of these

StNctured prediction tasks to lear11 S廿Uctured and interpre仏ble represen仏tions for

Problem solving. The first method factori2es representation according to the hierarchical

StNctures ofthe nested natned entiw recognition task. A carefU11y designed algorit11t11is

introduced to explicitly exclude the harmfulinHuence on the best path of previous

Ievels together W北h the chutlk selection strate8ies a11d level-wise information encoding

Schemes、 The second method also factorizes the representation for the conventional

St川Ctured prediction tasks using contrastive hashing methods. The leamed discrete bits

Completely preserved the necessaw features of the downstrealn tasks without

Significa11tly sacrificin旦 Performa11Ce. Therefore, it provides rese雛Chers with a more

interpretable toolt0 如alyze the intemal mechanism ofthe black-box neural networks.

The t、¥o studies are published in one h地h quality peer・reviewedjoumal paper 抑d two

Peer・revie、ved intemational conference papers. The research would have arlimpact not

Only to the natura11atlguage processing dem飢ding st川Ctured outputs atld inte印retable

representations, butto the releV印t fields ofmachine learning, e.8., vision or speech. AS

a result,the thesis is sU伍Cienuy qualified as a Doctoralthesis ofEn号ineering.
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